CANADA MILTON SEMINAR XV
VIRTUAL
University of Toronto: Saturday May 15, 2021
PROGRAM

10 –10:10 am  **Introduction**: Paul Stevens and John Rogers

10:15-11:45  **Sovereignty, Disaster, and Homeric Rites**

David Loewenstein (Penn State U), Chair

Stephen Dobranski (Georgia Tech): “Milton and the Poetry of Disaster”
Andrea Walkden (Toronto): “Sovereignty and Sanctuary in Milton’s *Lycidas*”
Jessica Wolfe (UNC Chapel Hill): “Milton, Chapman, and Homeric Rites”

12-1:30 pm  **Milton's Shakespeare**

Kathy Acheson (U of Waterloo), Chair

Nick McDowell (U of Exeter)
Will Poole (New College, Oxford)
Maggie Kilgour (McGill U)

1:30-2:15  **Lunch break**

2:15-3:30  **Milton’s Virtues**

Nick von Maltzahn (U of Ottawa), Chair

Shaun Ross (Victoria College, Toronto): “Sindigestion: Incorporation and Patience in *Paradise Lost*”
Yulia Ryzhik (U of Toronto): "Laughter of Gods and Men in Spenser and Milton"
Jason Peters (Booth College, Winnipeg): "Milton’s Tenderness: Critique and Its Limits in the Ludlow Masque?"

3:45-5 pm  **Colonialism, Race, and Servitude: Milton and others**

Mary Nyquist (U of Toronto), Chair

Urvashi Chakravarty (U of Toronto)
Reggie Wilburn (U of New Hampshire)
Su Fang Ng (Virginia Tech)

5-6 pm  **Virtual Reception**